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Inclusive Playground Concept
- Tuen Mun Park Inclusive Playground

Intergenerational Play Space
- Mainland examples
- Local examples (public projects)
  - Central & Western District Promenade
  - Kai Tak Station Square
  - Junior Police Officers Married Quarters at Fan Garden, Fanling
Inclusive Playground Concept

Tuen Mun Park Inclusive Playground

屯門公園共融遊樂場
Inclusive playground

1\textsuperscript{st} in HK
Tuen Mun Park Inclusive Playground
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VISION
Better and more inclusive society

METHOD
Universal design playgrounds for all

PRINCIPLES
**Sustainability**
- social inclusion
- community engagement

**Design**
- play experience
- custom made
- choice of play
- gradual challenge

multiple-play experience
VISION
Better and more inclusive society

METHOD
Universal design playgrounds for all

PRINCIPLES

Sustainability
- social inclusion
- community engagement

Design
- play experience
- custom made
- choice of play
- gradual challenge
Climbing tower
gradual challenge

Plant stimuli
Sand play group play for wheelchair users
Tuen Mun Park Inclusive Playground

Roller slide with transfer plate for wheelchair users
Tuen Mun Park Inclusive Playground

Cave & screen of play ramp
Tuen Mun Park Inclusive Playground
social inclusion

sense of belonging

in community
Tuen Mun Park Inclusive Playground

Design team’s school visit

Children’s Design Presentation

“Dialogue with Designer”

“Graduation and Guided Tour”

community involvement
Intergenerational Play Space
Mainland examples
Mainland examples of Intergenerational Play Space

Separated playgrounds
Designed for 2 different age groups of children

Credit: http://bam-usa.com/
Mainland examples of Intergenerational Play Space

INDIGO PLAYGROUND, BEIJING

Credit: http://bam-usa.com/
Mainland examples of Intergenerational Play Space

INDIGO PLAYGROUND, BEIJING

Parent seating

Discs cast shadows to create a cooling and shading effect

Credit: http://bam-usa.com/
Mainland examples of Intergenerational Play Space

INDIGO PLAYGROUND, BEIJING

“King of the Hill” playground

A range of challenges

Credit: http://bam-usa.com/
Mainland examples of Intergenerational Play Space

PIXELAND, MIANYANG

Multi-functional public space

Credit: https://100architects.com/
Mainland examples of Intergenerational Play Space

PIXELAND, MIANYANG

Multi-functional public space

Credit: https://100architects.com/
Mainland examples of Intergenerational Play Space

Wide range of playful features

Credit: https://100architects.com/
Mainland examples of Intergenerational Play Space

2 zones:
Adults zone & children zone

Credit: http://bam-usa.com/
Mainland examples of Intergenerational Play Space

Soccer stadium and children play area within a mound landform
Mainland examples of Intergenerational Play Space

DAXING PARK, BEIJING

Sunken plaza around the inclined edges

Credit: http://bam-usa.com/
Intergenerational Play Space

Local examples (public projects)

- Central & Western District Promenade
- Kai Tak Station Square
- Junior Police Officers Married Quarters at Fan Garden, Fanling
Central & Western District Promenade
Central & Western District Promenade
intergenerational interaction

Pier 1: Children’s Playground
intergenerational interaction

Pier 2: Multi-purpose Board Walk Zone
intergenerational interaction

Pier 3: Turf Area
Kai Tak
Station Square
The image depicts a map of the Kai Tak Station Square area. It includes labeled locations such as the Mall, Kai Tak Station, and Lung Toi Stone Bridge. The surrounding areas are indicated with labels such as To Avenue Park and To Sung Wong Tai Park.
Kai Tak Station Square

Children Playground

Elderly Fitness Area
Junior Police Officers
Married Quarters
at Fan Garden, Fanling
Adventures in the Knoll

Joy on the Rock

Adaptive Free Play Area

Fan Garden
Fan Garden

Adventure in the Knoll

Credit: Thomas M. Menino Park, Boston

Credit: Playworld Systems

Credit: Playright

Credit: Playright
Fan Garden

Joy on the Rock

Credit: www.specifiedplayequipment.com

Credit: www.percussionplay.com

Credit: www.lappset.com
Fan Garden

Adaptive Free Play Area

Credit: www.kompan.com

Credit: kknews.cc

Credit: Playright

Credit: www.tgogc.com

Credit: www.roadartltd.co.uk
Intergenerational play spaces... diverse platforms to enhance... 

imagination.

family interaction.

social inclusion.

sense of belonging in community.
- Thank you -